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fixed bug in rebinding library files 3.0.3 (partial). Fixed a bug in the compiler with the Tornado library. We fixed an issue where saving URLs in a listing (.cab) instead of 6600.90 would result in an "intratree" error. Fixed the erroneous form of the URL in the logs of the exe-file based on the T11.9.2.137 project (the firewall library was rewritten and the error in creating binaries was fixed). Fixed the mention of some parameters in the Tornadu libraries
(due to a bug that occurred in the current version of the library). Fixed error message when creating a memory point in the installation directory. We fixed the message about the absence of the Project.cmd file in Listing 7, which is not needed in paragraph 7.1.1 (when the installed memory is exceeded). Fixed error messages when starting Tornada when activating libraries in the following environment: The header has changed - instead of the project
name, the name of the corresponding family and version of the project is displayed - in order to correctly execute the configuration (the decision to change the spelling of the project name must be initialized manually) - for correct display English fonts - for several projects. To work with the Tornador project, a number of new functionalities have been implemented. 1. Automatic detection of the degree of load. Now in the user terminal, in the Maximum
Latency section, find and mark those objects that differ by more than 2% from the maximum load set for this module. For example, when creating or updating a load profile for a Personal module, if the load exceeds the maximum, it will be displayed as "-0.8" (2%). Similarly for other modules, also when creating two or more projects, as well as when adding a project to other collections. Pressing Enter will switch you to the specified load profile
(suggested in the module settings). 2. Changed user icons. The context menu attributes have been given new names: Icons (Icon) and Indicators (Indication). Accordingly, they are no longer text links, but GNOME-style dynamic icons. 3. Added wizards for working with containers in Wine. You can view all or individual containers (except those that are
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